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ABSTRACT
Context.Magnetic fields in cool stars can be investigated by measuring Zeeman line broadening and polarization in atomic and molecular lines.
Similar to the Sun, these fields are complex and height-dependent. Many molecular lines dominating M-dwarf spectra (e.g., FeH, CaH, MgH,
and TiO) are temperature- and Zeeman- sensitive and form at different atmospheric heights, which makes them excellent probes of magnetic
fields on M dwarfs.
Aims. Our goal is to analyze the complexity of magnetic fields in M dwarfs. We investigate how magnetic fields vary with the stellar temperature
and how ”surface” inhomogeneities are distributed in height – the dimension that is usually neglected in stellar magnetic studies.
Methods. We have determined effective temperatures of the photosphere and of magnetic features, magnetic field strengths and filling factors
for nine M dwarfs (M1–M7). Our χ2 analysis is based on a comparison of observed and synthetic intensity and circular polarization profiles.
Stokes profiles were calculated by solving polarized radiative transfer equations.
Results. Properties of magnetic structures depend on the analyzed atomic or molecular species and their formation heights. Two types of
magnetic features similar to those on the Sun have been found: a cooler (starspots) and a hotter (network) one. The magnetic field strength in
both starspots and network is within 3 kG to 6 kG, on average it is 5 kG. These fields occupy a large fraction of M dwarf atmospheres at all
heights, up to 100%. The plasma β is less than one, implying highly magnetized stars.
Conclusions. A combination of molecular and atomic species and a simultaneous analysis of intensity and circular polarization spectra have
allowed us to better decipher the complexity of magnetic fields on M dwarfs, including their dependence on the atmospheric height. This work
provides an opportunity to investigate a larger sample of M dwarfs and L-type brown dwarfs.
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1. Introduction
Magnetic fields are pervasive in a variety of astrophysical ob-
jects, ranging from planets to stars, and to galaxies. They
strongly influence the object’s structure, dynamics, and evo-
lution. This fact is now being incorporated into evolution-
ary models. Furthermore, increasing attention has been put on
the impact of stellar activity on planets, where the host star’s
magnetic fields perturb the planetary magnetosphere, which is
thought to be essential in providing a protective shield for the
evolution of life.
One of the fundamental astrophysical challenges is the un-
derstanding of the generation, amplification, and complexity
of stellar magnetic fields. Stellar surface activity arises in the
presence of a convection zone, which appears in F stars and
takes over the whole star roughly at a spectral type M3 to M4
(Chabrier & Baraffe 1997; West et al. 2008). These fully con-
vective low-mass main-sequence stars lack an interface layer at
⋆ The spectra of the stars analyzed in this work are also available in
electronic form at the CDS via anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr
(130.79.128.5) or via http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/cgi-bin/qcat?J/A+A/.
the bottom of the convection zone like in the Sun, where at least
the cyclic part of the solar dynamo is believed to operate. Thus,
the existence of activity on those stars requires an alternative
mechanism to generate magnetic fields. It is still unknown how
the dynamo mechanism on late-type dwarfs changes as the
mass reduces from solar type to fully convective objects. For
early-type M dwarfs, it is possible that both the solar type and
turbulent dynamos coexist, whereas the fully convective late-
type M dwarfs and brown dwarfs can certainly maintain only a
turbulent (distributed) dynamo.
M dwarfs are the most common type of stars in the galaxy.
They are in the center of attention in the exoplanetary research
field as they are numerous and can host Earth-size planets
in the star’s habitable zone. These can be detected even for
low-luminosity M dwarfs (e.g., Anglada-Escude´ et al. 2016;
Gillon et al. 2017). Their strong activity also affects the plane-
tary atmospheres and magnetospheres. In addition, the knowl-
edge of the star’s magnetic field complexity and topology, and
possible changes thereof, can help to reduce the uncertainties
in searching for exoplanets around M dwarfs.
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The direct detection of stellar magnetism is still a difficult
task. Even for our closest neighbor, the Sun, mysteries about
the magnetic fields remain unsolved. Considering the amount
of information on solar magnetic fields, it is evident that the
gaps in our knowledge about magnetic fields on M dwarfs are
enormous. An overview of magnetic fields on cool stars can be
found in Berdyugina (2005, 2009), Strassmeier (2009, 2011),
and Reiners (2012).
Stellar magnetic fields are estimated by using the Zeeman
effect in atomic and molecular spectral lines. To fully describe
the magnetic field vector, one needs to measure all states of
line polarization described by the Stokes parameters I (total in-
tensity or flux), Q & U (linear polarization), and V (circular
polarization). In solar observations, all Stokes parameters are
measured quasi-simultaneously, but such a sequence of mea-
surements is significantly longer in stellar observations due to
flux limitations. Also, since linear polarization caused by mag-
netic fields is typically smaller than circular polarization, mea-
suring Stokes Q & U is often neglected.
Due to these challenges and a lack of high spectral res-
olution stellar spectropolarimeters, many previous magnetic
field studies were based on an analysis of Stokes I only un-
til recently. The basis of such an analysis is a comparison of
Zeeman broadened lines with large and small Lande´ factors,
that is, magnetically sensitive and insensitive line profiles in
observed spectra (Robinson 1980). A similar technique was ap-
plied by Basri et al. (1992) who analyzed the change in line
equivalent widths to measure magnetic fields on cool stars.
Reiners & Basri (2006) applied this approach to M dwarf spec-
tra of atoms and molecules.
Detecting Stokes V in stellar spectra is considered to be
an unambiguous detection of a magnetic field, in the absence
of possible systematic errors. To increase the detection sen-
sitivity, various techniques averaging Stokes profiles of thou-
sands of atomic lines were developed (e.g., Donati et al. 1997;
Sennhauser et al. 2009). The disadvantage of such global filter-
ing is that the spectral information is lost and only an average
atmosphere can be diagnosed. Semel (1989) and Semel et al.
(1993) studied Stokes V atomic spectra and proposed to de-
convolve their time-series into surface magnetic field maps
(Zeeman-Doppler Imaging, ZDI). This technique has been ex-
tensively employed in recent years (e.g., Donati & Landstreet
2009; Donati 2003b; Morin et al. 2010).
Using only Stokes I or only Stokes V as well as average
atomic spectral lines for measuring and mapping stellar mag-
netic fields have large limitations (see, e.g., Berdyugina 2009).
In particular, these approaches do not fully describe magnetic
fields in starspots, whose internal physical parameters remain
unaccessible.
While the atomic Zeeman effect can probe warmer re-
gions on A to mid-M type stars, the use of molecular lines
is of advantage for studying cool objects/starspots in the op-
tical and infrared wavelength regions, where atomic lines di-
minish their utility among the forest of molecular features. The
power of molecular spectroscopy and spectropolarimetry for
studying stellar magnetic fields has been demonstrated during
the last two decades. Thorough theoretical and observational
studies of magnetic properties of diatomic molecules/radicals
observed in spectra of the Sun and cool stars they have been
established as unique probes of physical parameters prevalent
in the quiet Sun, sunspots and starspots, including tempera-
ture and magnetic field strength (Berdyugina et al. 2000, 2003;
Berdyugina 2011). The sensitivity of different molecules (such
as MgH, TiO, FeH, and CaH) for probing magnetic fields in
starspots on F, G, K, and M stars was recently demonstrated
by Afram & Berdyugina (2015). These developments have led
to the first direct detections of magnetic fields in starspots on
M dwarfs (Berdyugina et al. 2006b) and on a brown dwarf
(Berdyugina et al. 2017; Kuzmychov et al. 2017). Theoretical
developments and astrophysical applications have encouraged
studies of magnetic properties of diatomicmolecules in physics
laboratory experiments, such as TiO (Virgo et al. 2005), CrH
(Chen et al. 2007), MgH (Zhang & Steimle 2014), etc.
In this paper, we analyze Stokes I and Stokes V together,
and a number of atomic and molecular lines simultaneously.
Our goal is to shed light on the complexity of the magnetic
fields observed on M dwarfs. Here, when we speak of the
complexity, we particularly mean how magnetic fields (their
strengths and filling factors) are distributed on the surface (lo-
cal horizontal plane) and within different layers of the stellar
atmosphere (local vertical direction). This 3D structure can be
unraveled by using molecular and atomic species with differ-
ent formation depths and temperature sensitivities (Berdyugina
2011).
To achieve this goal, we determined the effective (photo-
sphere and spot) temperature, the magnetic field strength, and
its filling factors for a sample of M dwarfs with spectral types
ranging fromM1 toM7. Following Afram et al. (2008), we car-
ried out a χ2 minimization of discrepancies between observed
and modeled intensity and circular polarization spectra featur-
ing seven different molecular and atomic bands or lines that
are magnetically sensitive. The sensitivity of the considered
molecules for probing magnetic fields in starspots was studied
by Afram & Berdyugina (2015). The right choice of magnet-
ically sensitive lines is very important for the magnetic field
determination because the inclusion of many marginally mag-
netically sensitive lines in any analysis only dilutes the result.
The paper is organized as follows: In Sect. 2, a description
of the observational data is given, and in Sect. 3, the employed
molecular and atomic data for FeH, CaH, MgH, TiO, Fe I, and
Ti I lines are described. Section 4 presents our method: we
have modeled the observed line profiles employing our numer-
ical codes based on the full Stokes parameter radiative trans-
fer in atomic and molecular lines in the presence of magnetic
fields (Berdyugina et al. 2003). In Sect.4.2, we explain each
step of our procedure. An analysis of sensitivities of our results
is given in Sect. 4.3. We discuss our results for each parameter
separately in Sect. 5, and summarize our conclusions in Sect. 6.
2. Observational data
The data used throughout this paper are described in Table 1
and contain a sample of relatively slowly rotating early-
to late-M dwarfs. The calibrated data are taken from the
online archive of observations with the spectropolarimeter
ESPaDOnS (Donati 2003a) at the 3.6 mCanada-France-Hawaii
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Table 1. Red dwarf data from the online archive of the Canadian Astronomy Data Centre. Some of the data used in this paper
were previously published by Berdyugina et al. (2006b); Morin et al. (2010); Fouque´ et al. (2018).
Name Spectral Type vsin i[km/s] S/N (at 800nm) Telescope/Instrument Obs. Date UT P.I. Name
AU Mic M1 7 ∼920 CFHT/ESPaDOnS 2005-07-16 Berdyugina
GJ 360 M2 5 ∼380 CFHT/ESPaDOnS 2014-11-11 Malo
AD Leo M3.5 3 ∼770 CFHT/ESPaDOnS 2007-06-25 Harrington
EV Lac (Gl 873) M3.5 5 ∼800 CFHT/ESPaDOnS 2005-07-17 Berdyugina
YZ Cmi M4.5 7 ∼330 CFHT/ESPaDOnS 2006-02-07 Forveille
GJ 1224 M4.5 0 ∼200 CFHT/ESPaDOnS 2008-06-25 Morin
GJ 1245B M5.5 7 ∼180 CFHT/ESPaDOnS 2007-10-03 Wade
CN Leo (Gl 406) M5.5 3 ∼210 CFHT/ESPaDOnS 2008-03-22 Morin
VB 8 M7.0 5 ∼100 CFHT/ESPaDOnS 2009-05-04 Morin
Telescope (CFHT). The resolving power for CFHT/ESPaDOnS
is approximately 68,000, and the observed wavelength region
covers the range from 3700 to 10480Å, includingmanymolec-
ular (FeH, CaH, MgH, and TiO) and atomic (Fe and Ti) lines.
Stars were chosen to evenly cover the spectral type range
from M1 to M7. Properties for the selected targets, such as
the ages and activity levels, can be found in the literature
(e.g., Gizis et al. 2002; Schmitt & Liefke 2004; Silvestri et al.
2005; Moutou et al. 2017). If several measurements were taken
for a given star, we have chosen the one with the strongest po-
larimetric signal. We analyze here only one phase at which the
signal is maximal, that is, a snapshot of the star’s rotational
phase. The exposure times for the observed spectra are short
compared to the rotational periods of the stars with values of
about 0.7%-6.0% of the rotational periods (except for VB 8
where the exposure time is ∼38% of the rotational period). A
next step will be an analysis of the rotational dependence of
parameters. The basic information on the selected data is pro-
vided in Table 1. These data were previously analyzed and pre-
sented in several papers (see references provided in the table
caption).
3. Molecular and atomic data
The considered molecular species were previously described in
Afram & Berdyugina (2015), but for the sake of completeness,
we briefly present them in this section again, with a more de-
tailed overview of FeH, as it is a very sensitive diagnostic for M
dwarfs. We also include magnetically sensitive atomic lines, to
determine surface temperatures and to measure magnetic fields.
3.1. FeH at 8700 and 9900-10000Å
The molecule FeH is one of the most sensitive indicators of
magnetic fields in cool stellar atmospheres. Here, we consider
two different FeH bands of the Wing-Ford system F4∆–X4∆:
the (1,0) band near 8700Å and (0,0) band around 1µm. The
magnetic sensitivity of the 1µm band was clearly demonstrated
in the sunspot atlas of Wallace et al. (1998). A great advantage
of using the Wing-Ford bands of FeH as a Zeeman diagnostic
is the fact that numerous lines of the same species are visible
in a relatively narrow wavelength region throughout spectra of
M and L dwarfs, but they are less blended in contrast to other
molecular features. In addition, many lines in these bands be-
come noticeably broadened due to Zeeman splitting already
at field strengths of 2−3 kG. Zeeman broadened FeH lines
in an active M dwarf were detected by Valenti et al. (2001).
They employed the sunspot measurements by Wallace et al.
(1998) to model the stellar spectrum, since a theoretical de-
scription of the FeH molecule was not available at that time.
Berdyugina et al. (2001, 2003) modeled synthetic Stokes pro-
files of FeH lines and showed the usefulness of the FeH F4∆–
X4∆ system around 1µm for diagnosing solar and stellar mag-
netic fields, once the spin-coupling constants are available.
The FeH F4∆–X4∆ system is produced by transitions be-
tween two electronic quartet states with Ω = 72 ,
5
2 ,
3
2 , and
1
2 ,
Ω being the quantum number for the component of the total
electronic angular momentum along the internuclear axis of a
diatomic molecule. The coupling of the angular momenta is
intermediate between limiting Hund’s cases (a) and (b) (see
Herzberg 1950). The necessary molecular constants, which de-
scribe how strongly the different internal angular momenta
are coupled to each other, were unknown until provided by
Dulick et al. (2003), allowing further analyses of this particular
system. Starting from the available Hamiltonian, Afram et al.
(2007, 2008) calculated a perturbed molecular Zeeman effect,
computed Lande´ factors of the energy levels and transitions,
and calibrated molecular constants to account for an unknown
perturbation by comparing observed and modeled polarized
sunspot spectra. Polarized spectra are affected more strongly
by internal perturbations than intensity spectra. Hence, differ-
ences in the Lande´ factors can be better seen in polarization
which makes this method more sensitive. In addition, polar-
ization is important for determining the sign of the effective
Lande´ factor, which can easily be negative in molecular transi-
tions, as shown by Berdyugina & Solanki (2002). The progress
in the theoretical description of this FeH system finally allowed
Afram et al. (2009) to start applying this theory for studying
magnetic fields on M dwarfs. In this work, we fully exploit its
diagnostic capabilities.
The magnetic sensitivity varies strongly among the FeH
lines of different rotational branches and total angular mo-
mentum J-numbers within the observed wavelength range.
Transitions within P-, Q-, and R-branches have ∆J = −1, 0,
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and +1, respectively. Our primary diagnostic was the highly
sensitive FeH Q3(2.5) line at 9975.476 Å with the effective
Lande´ factor geff =0.96 (Afram et al. 2008). Its Stokes I pro-
file changes quickly as the magnetic field strength increases
from 1 to 5 kG at Teff,2 =3500K (see Afram et al. 2009). The
synthetic profile develops a characteristic, almost rectangular
shape until it completely splits into Zeeman components. This
particular line is therefore excellent for determining magnetic
fields from intensity spectra. The R1(2.5) and R1(6.5) lines at
9976.397Å and 9978.721Å (with geff of 0.18 and 0.19, respec-
tively) react only moderately to incremental changes of 1 kG in
the magnetic field strength and are almost insensitive to small
variations of about 0.1 kG (Afram et al. 2009). A joint analy-
sis of such lines with high and low magnetic sensitivity helps
to disentangle the magnetic field strength and its filling factor.
However, we emphasize that including too many marginally
magnetically sensitive lines into an analysis may significantly
dilute the result and increase uncertainties.
Previously, Reiners & Basri (2006) investigated Zeeman
broadening in FeH lines of early M dwarfs. They developed
a technique to estimate the mean magnetic field from a com-
parison to reference spectra of early M dwarfs with magnetic
field measurements calculated in atomic lines. Reiners & Basri
(2007) employed this method for a sample of 22 M stars pro-
viding mean magnetic fields (averaged over the visible sur-
face) for M dwarfs of spectral types M2–M9 with the accuracy
of ±1 kG. Wende et al. (2011) identified magnetically sensi-
tive FeH lines in high resolution near-infrared CRIRES spec-
tra through comparison of an active and inactive M dwarf.
Laboratory measurements of the Zeeman response of Wing-
Ford FeH lines were carried out by Crozet et al. (2012, 2014).
Then, they used the newly determined Lande´ factors to de-
duce the magnetic field in sunspots from Stokes V profiles.
Shulyak et al. (2010, 2011b,a, 2014) used FeH to carry out
modeling and analysis of magnetic fields in selected M dwarfs
with a method similar to Reiners & Basri (2007).
3.2. TiO at 7054Å
Spectra of sunspots and cool stars show many TiO lines. The
first astronomical detection of TiO was recorded in spectra of
M dwarfs (Fowler 1904) and first observations of TiO molec-
ular bands from starspots was reported by Vogt (1979) for
a K2 star. Using TiO bands for analyzing starspot properties
was suggested by Ramsey & Nations (1980), which allowed
the spot area and temperature to be measured (e.g., Neff et al.
1995; O’Neal et al. 1996). Valenti et al. (1998) tested the spec-
tral synthesis of TiO lines for reproducing the optical spec-
trum of an inactive M dwarf. The first spectropolarimet-
ric models and observations in sunspots were obtained by
Berdyugina et al. (2000). Berdyugina et al. (2003) concluded
that the TiO γ(0, 0)R3 system band head at 7054Å is one
of the best molecular diagnostics of the magnetic field in
sunspot umbra and starspots. First circular polarization signals
in TiO lines were observed and modeled in three M dwarfs
(Berdyugina et al. 2006b).
The triplet states of this system are in an intermediate
Hund’s case (a-b) and require accounting for perturbations for
precise measurements (Berdyugina & Solanki 2002). This is
the approach we follow in this paper. Inferences of starspot
temperature and filling factor on five highly active stars were
shown by O’Neal et al. (2004), by fitting TiO bands using spec-
tra of inactive G and K stars to represent the unspotted photo-
spheres of the active stars and spectra of M stars to represent
the spots.
3.3. MgH at 5200Å
The molecular Zeeman splitting for MgH was theoretically
predicted by Kronig (1928) and Hill (1929), while labora-
tory measurements of the Zeeman effect were analyzed in
Crawford (1934). Laborde (1961) described MgH spectral
lines and compared laboratory wavelengths with solar ones.
MgH lines were employed for determining the surface grav-
ity (log g) of Arcturus Bell et al. (1985) and other cool stars
(Berdyugina & Savanov 1992). Berdyugina et al. (2000) re-
ported the first spectropolarimetric measurements and model
of MgH lines in sunspots.
The A2Π state of the MgH A2Π–X2Σ+ (0,0) transition is
an intermediate Hund case (a-b) with spin-orbit constants of
Y = 5.7, i.e., approaching a pure Hund case (b). Th X2Σ+ state
is pure case (b). Both states require proper perturbation calcu-
lations of the Paschen-Back effect. With this, the MgH A2Π–
X2Σ+ system at 5200Å is a sensitive tool for studying stellar
magnetic (Berdyugina et al. 2000, 2005).
3.4. CaH at 6938Å
Calcium monohydride (CaH) is an important astrophysi-
cal molecule, and its bands have been used as indica-
tors of cool stars luminosities (Oehman 1934; Mould 1976;
Mould & Wallis 1977; Barbuy et al. 1993). Because CaH ab-
sorption is an important opacity source in brown dwarfs (e.g.,
Burrows et al. 2001; Kirkpatrick 2005), CaH bands are valu-
able for studying brown dwarfs too. The CaH A2Π–X2Σ+ band
system is observed in the wavelength region at 6600–7600Å.
The ground state X2Σ+ is described by a pure Hund case
(b), while the excited state A2Π is intermediate between Hund
cases (a) and (b). In addition, the Paschen-Back effect must be
considered for CaH (Berdyugina et al. 2003). Berdyugina et al.
(2006a) obtained the first polarimetric observations and synthe-
sis of CaH Stokes profiles and confirmed the diagnostic value
of CaH in cool astrophysical sources.
3.5. Atomic lines
A few Zeeman sensitive atomic lines are also included in
this study: two Fe I lines at 8468.4Å (effective Lande´ factor
g=2.50) and 8514.1Å (g=1.83) and three Ti I lines at 8364.2Å
(g=1.43), 8377.9Å (g=0.88), 8382.5Å (g=1.25). The two last
Ti I lines are referred throughout the paper as 8380Å lines.
These lines were chosen because they cover a range of Lande´
factors, that helps disentangling the magnetic field strength
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Fig. 1. Upper plot: Response of the highly magnetically sensi-
tive FeH Q3(2.5) line at 9975.476 Å and the marginally sensi-
tive FeH R1(2.5) and R1(6.5) lines at 9976.397 Å and 9978.721
Å, respectively, to changes of 200 K in the effective temper-
atures for the range of 2600 K to 3400 K. The line profiles
become deeper with cooler temperatures. A magnetic field
strength of 3000 G was applied and instrumental (0.3Å) broad-
ening. Lower plot: The same for changes of log g from 4.0 to
5.0 in steps of 0.5 and an effective temperature of 3000 K.
from the area filled by that field (filling factor). Also, a number
of weak blending molecular lines were included into the line
list for computing synthetic spectra.
4. Method
Here, we present our method with which we determined effec-
tive temperatures of the photosphere and of magnetic features,
magnetic field strengths and filling factors for nine M dwarfs
(M1–M7). Our χ2 analysis is based on a comparison of ob-
served and synthetic intensity and circular polarization profiles
(Stokes I and V) of many magnetically sensitive atomic and
molecular lines.
4.1. Modeling Stokes profiles
We calculated synthetic molecular and atomic intensity and
polarization profiles in the presence of magnetic fields us-
ing the code STOPRO (Solanki 1987; Solanki et al. 1992;
Frutiger et al. 2000; Berdyugina et al. 2003, 2005). This code
solves the polarized radiative transfer equations for all four
Stokes parameters simultaneously under the assumption of the
local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE). The equations are
solved for model atmospheres from Allard et al. (2001) as-
suming solar element abundances. Both perturbed Zeeman and
Paschen-Back effects were accounted for molecular transitions.
Here, we use 1D models, which in the future can be replaced
by 3D MHD models of starspots which are not yet available;
even for sunspots, such models are still not fully realistic.
We took into account the following line-broadening effects:
intrinsic, thermal (according to the local temperature in the
model atmosphere), magnetic, microturbulent (1 km/s), rota-
tional, and instrumental (0.15Å). For stars with the projected
rotational velocity v sin i ≥ 5 km/s we considered v sin i values
given by Reiners & Basri (2007). For stars with v sin i < 5 km/s
we adjusted v sin i values to obtain best fits. Uncertainties in
v sin i < 5 result in negligible errors. For example, for the mag-
netic field strength, the error is smaller than 0.1 kG.
For our analysis, we selected several spectral regions where
various atomic and molecular transitions were observed. We
divided them into three sets according to their temperature sen-
sitivities:
”Atoms” depicts all considered atomic lines, i.e., Fe I at
8468Å and 8514Å, and Ti I at 8364Å and 8380Å.
”Mol1” depicts the molecular lines of FeH at 9900Å and
9975Å and TiO at 7055Å. In some cases, this set was further
split into two subsets: one with the FeH lines only, the other
only with the TiO lines, because TiO and FeH lines form at dif-
ferent heights in early M dwarf atmospheres.
”Mol2” depicts the molecular lines of CaH at 6938Å, MgH at
5200Å, and FeH at 8700Å.
The observed intensity (Stokes I) and circular polariza-
tion (Stokes V) profiles were used to determine parameters of
M dwarf atmospheres. We employed a model with two com-
ponents: a warm photosphere and cool spots, both being al-
lowed to be magnetic. Cool magnetic regions are referred to
as starspots, while warm magnetic regions are considered to be
analogues to the solar photosphere network fields. This model
can be described by five parameters as follows:
Tphot, photosphere temperature,
Tmag, magnetic region temperature,
B, magnetic field strength,
fI, magnetic field filling factor determined from Stokes I,
fV, magnetic field filling factor determined from Stokes V.
Here, a filling factor f is a fraction of the visible stellar
surface area covered by regions with a magnetic field strength
B and temperature Tmag. The fraction 1 − f is the stellar sur-
face with the photosphere temperature Tphot that is free from
cool starspots or other magnetic regions. Because circular po-
larization of opposite signs for complex, spatially unresolved
magnetic fields cancels out, we distinguish between filling fac-
tors determined from Stokes I and V. Accordingly, B refers
to a module (unsigned) of the magnetic field |B|, when de-
termined from only Stokes I, and to a residual (signed) line-
of-sight (LOS) component BLOS, when determined from only
Stokes V. When both Stokes I and V are fitted simultaneously
(like in our model for most species), B refers to the magnetic
field module (unsigned) along the LOS.
We characterize the magnetic field complexity (entangle-
ment) as the difference between the filling factors determined
from the intensity and polarization (here, Stokes V):
ǫIV = fI − fV. (1)
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This difference quantifies the fraction of the magnetic area on
the star that is highly entangled and remains hidden if only
Stokes V is analyzed.
With this model, we have searched for solutions with and
without cool magnetic spots as well as with and without mag-
netic network fields. As described in the Sections 4.2 and 5,
various combinations of these features have been found for dif-
ferent atomic and molecular species. For instance, atomic and
mol2 lines have been found to be suitable to probe warmer
magnetic regions (network) on M dwarfs, while mol1 lines are
sensitive to cooler regions (starspots).
We have also tested a three-component model, assuming
the existence of a non-magnetic photosphere, magnetic areas in
the photosphere (network) and magnetic cool spots (starspots)
simultaneously. Results obtained with such a three-component
model and the two-component model described above were
very similar.
Since metal hydrides are sensitive to both stellar tempera-
ture and luminosity (see Sect. 3), we used FeH lines for evalu-
ating how the model atmosphere effective temperature Teff and
surface gravity log g affect the line profiles (Fig. 1). We found a
stronger response to Teff changes for cooler stars. For log g, the
difference between 4.0 and 4.5 is negligible, but it is somewhat
larger between 4.5 and 5.0, i.e., also for lower-mass, cooler
stars. Considering uncertainties in spectral classification of our
targets, we fixed log g = 4.5 and then determined effective tem-
peratures. In this case, a log g uncertainty of 0.1 dex would lead
to errors in Teff of ∼30K at an effective temperature of 3000K
(see also discussion of our results in Sect. 5).
4.2. Parameter fitting procedure
We determined the model parameters introduced in the previ-
ous section for the observed stars using a χ2 minimization anal-
ysis by fitting the spectral range for each considered set.
Since the model parameters are convolved, we used an iter-
ative procedure. First, we attempted to formally fit all selected
sets of atomic and molecular species simultaneously to obtain
all the parameters at once. However, we found that the selected
parameter set is insufficient for describing all the data, since
the parameters refer to a single layer in the atmosphere and do
not account for its complexity in height. In contrast, our data
carry this height dependent information and, thus, cannot be
fitted with parameters describing only one layer within the at-
mosphere. In addition, magnetic field parameters determined
from polarization are influenced by the field entanglement via
cancellations. In principle, if the model is complex enough, fit-
ting all parameters at once should be possible, especially when
including profile variability due to stellar rotation, i.e., simi-
lar to ZDI but in 3D. This is however beyond the scope of the
present paper.
Therefore, we adapted our procedure. We have fitted var-
ious combinations of the model parameters at the same time
using different sets of data, thus, attempting to probe both the
entire atmosphere and its different layers separately.We arrived
at the most optimal procedure for our analysis, a summary of
which is given in Table 2.
We first determined Tphot assuming B = 0 from the Ti I
8380Å Stokes I two line profiles. These lines were found to
indicate systematically higher temperatures than other species.
Therefore, it was fixed as a reference temperature for a non-
magnetic photosphere in the subsequent analysis. Since in re-
ality it fits a mix of the photosphere and spot contributions, we
actually estimate a mean effective temperature, which could be
100–200K lower than the true photospheric temperature. On
the other hand, network magnetic regions could be hotter than
the photosphere (like on the Sun) which may help counteract
the temperature bias. After fixing Tphot, we iteratively deter-
mined the remaining model parameters from Stokes I and V
profiles of all species as presented in Table 2. We have found
that atomic Stokes I and V profiles can be well fitted with a
model assuming no cool spots but allowing for network mag-
netic regions. These model results are listed in Table 3 under
the entry ”atoms”.
Examples of best fits to the observed Stokes profiles are
shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3: the first shows fits for FeH lines
only but in all stars, and the second shows fits to spectra for all
atomic and molecular species but only for the star AD Leo. For
illustration purpose only, the best-fit synthetic spectra were cal-
culated for each atom or molecule individually (since the anal-
ysis of all species together does not necessarily yield the best fit
for the individual species), and with all the five model param-
eters obtained at once. The fit in Fig. 2 was obtained including
only FeH lines without other blends. Hence, it gives an impres-
sion of the dominance of the FeH F4∆–X4∆ system throughout
the extracted wavelength range of about 10 Å. Poorer fits in
Stokes V result from lower signal to noise, low or very com-
plex signals, and cancellations in the circular polarization.
4.3. Analysis of sensitivities
The sensitivities of the derived parameters were estimated from
the average signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) level of the spectral re-
gion as listed in the online data archive files. The sensitivities
correspond to the internal error of each parameter, when all
other parameters are fixed. The 1σ errors of all the parame-
ters (photosphere and spot temperatures, filling factors in in-
tensity and circular polarization and field strength) have been
estimated from the unnormalized ∆χ2 level for the respective
number of degrees of freedom. Sensitivities are given in Table
3. They do not include systematic errors due to missing blends
and imperfections of the fits. Those systematic errors are diffi-
cult to determine because of the limited number of the param-
eters considered for describing complex spectra of M dwarfs.
5. Results
Main results following the procedure described in Sect.4.2
comprise temperatures of the photosphere and magnetic fea-
tures, magnetic field strengths, and magnetic filling factors in
intensity and circular polarization for all nine stars and the
atomic (atoms) and molecular (mol1 and mol2) sets. They are
presented in Table 3, visualized in Fig.4, and discussed here.
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Table 2. Summary of iterative χ2 minimization procedure used in this paper. The sets of spectral features (atoms, mol1, mol2)
are described in Sect. 4.1. The results are presented in Table 3 and shown in Fig. 4
.
Species Used Assumed Retrieved Range, step Probed atmosphere features
Stokes
Ti I 8380 Å I B=0 Tphot(Ti) 2000K–4000K, 100K An average photosphere
with the highest temperature.
mol1 I Tphot(Ti) Tmag 2000K–4000K, 100K Starspots: TiO and FeH lines
Tmag ≤ Tphot fI 0.0–1.0, 0.1 were fitted separately
(form at different heights).
mol2 I Tphot(Ti) Tmag 2000K–4000K, 100K Magnetic network.
Tmag ≤ Tphot fI 0.0–1.0, 0.1
atoms I, V Tphot=Tmag B 0G–7000G, 100G Magnetic network.
fV 0.0–0.2, 0.01
mol1 I, V Tphot(Ti) B 0G–7000G, 100G Starspots.
Tmag fV 0.0–0.2, 0.01
fI
mol2 I Tphot(Ti) B 0G–7000G, 100G Magnetic network.
Tmag The Stokes V signals
fI are too weak and not used.
5.1. The photosphere temperature
As noted above, the photosphere temperature was evaluated
from the intensity profiles of the two Ti I 8380Å lines as the
highest inferred value among all species. We conclude that
these lines are least contaminated by cool spots (which are ap-
proximately 2200 K cooler than the photosphere), while they
can still be contaminated by hot areas (which are about 200 K
hotter). The evaluated photosphere temperature was fixed for
the analysis of other line sets. It changes from 3800K for an
M1 dwarf to 3100K for an M7 dwarf. These are somewhat
higher than average effective temperatures (photosphere+ cool
spots) of M dwarfs determined from observed colors or spec-
tral fitting without accounting for cool spots (3700K for M1 to
2700K for an M7 (e.g., Rajpurohit et al. 2013). This discrep-
ancy is explained by our finding that spots on M dwarfs are
significantly cooler than the photosphere and can cover a large
surface area (see Sect. 5.2 and 5.4).
Interestingly, when we fitted Tphot using all selected atomic
lines, we found even higher values for the three coolest M
dwarfs (Fig. 4a and third column in Table 3). Among other pos-
sible explanations, this may indicate that network regions are
significantly hotter than the photosphere on the coolest dwarfs,
while we assumed they are of the same temperature as the pho-
tosphere. When we attempted to include such features into our
analysis (three-component model), the results were redundant.
After Tphot was determined as described here, its value was
fixed to obtain the other four parameters of our model.
5.2. The temperature of magnetic regions
Fitting Stokes I and V of the selected Fe I and Ti I lines using
four free model parameters (Tphot was fixed to Tphot(Ti)) resulted
in Tmag = Tphot and a strong magnetic field. Thus, these lines
probe a warm, highly magnetized photosphere, i.e., network.
In fact, we have not found any lines that could be formed in a
non-magnetized atmosphere on these M dwarfs.
When fitting Stokes I spectra of the CaH, MgH, and FeH
8700Å lines (set mol2; their Stokes V spectra were not in-
cluded because of low S/N) using the three model parameters
(excluding fV), we found that the resulting Tmag matched well
Tphot obtained with the Ti I 8380Å lines (Fig.4b) for all but
two stars. This indicates that the mol2 set lines also form pref-
erentially in the warm photosphere on M dwarfs, in contrast to
G and K dwarfs where these lines are excellent diagnostics of
cool starspots (Afram & Berdyugina 2015). Hence, the mol2
set CaH, MgH and FeH 8700Å lines can be used to determine
Tphot of M dwarfs and, therefore, provide an independent justi-
fication for our choice of Tphot. Also, as is the case for atomic
lines, they reveal that M dwarf photospheres are highly magne-
tized (see Sect. 5.3).
Fitting Stokes I and V of the mol1 set TiO and FeH
lines using the four free model parameters revealed for most
stars Tmag between 2000–2300K with an average of 2100K,
which is approximately constant across the M1 to M7 spec-
tral classes (Fig.4b). These cool spots are also highly magnetic
(see Sect. 5.3). Here, the difference between Tphot and Tmag re-
duces on average from 1700K for anM1 dwarf to about 1000K
for an M7 dwarf. Interestingly, this range of spot tempera-
ture differences is typical for sunspots of various sizes (e.g.,
Berdyugina 2005). For a young, active M8.5 brown dwarf,
Berdyugina et al. (2017) and Kuzmychov et al. (2017) deter-
mined Tphot = 2800K and Tmag = 2200K using also atomic
and molecular lines. This result agrees with the found trend
and extends our finding to ultra-cool dwarfs.
The spot temperature difference with respect to the photo-
sphere determined here for M dwarfs differs from that found
from broad-band photometric measurements, as summarized
by Berdyugina (2005). This is probably due to a height-
dependence of spot parameters as well as the higher sensitivity
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Fig. 2. This illustrates the high temperature and magnetic sensitivity of FeH lines which is reproduced by our models. Observed
(black) and synthetic (red) intensity and circular polarization profiles for FeH at 9897-9913 Å in the considered sample of M
dwarfs. The synthetic profiles were calculated using two components: one non-magnetic (”photospheric”) and one magnetic
(”spot”) atmosphere model (Allard et al. 2001) with best-fit parameters obtained from fits of Stokes I and V spectra for FeH
in the considered wavelength region only. All the following parameters were obtained simultaneously in one χ2 minimization:
the photosphere and spot temperatures, the magnetic field strength, the spot filling factor for the intensity fI, and the circular
polarization fV.
of molecular lines to the temperature than that of photometry
(see Sect. 6).
In summary, thanks to the variety of our spectral diagnos-
tics, we found two kinds of magnetic regions with clearly dif-
ferent temperatures in M dwarf atmospheres as a function of
the spectral class: one is cold (starspots), and the other is warm
(network).
5.3. The magnetic field strength
The magnetic field strength B was determined during the same
fitting procedure as described for Tmag in Sect. 5.2. It corre-
sponds therefore to an average field strength of a given mag-
netic structure at a given layer of the atmosphere, as defined by
the corresponding species.
The B values found from atomic and molecular lines are
confined to the range of 3–6 kG (there are only three out-
liers), with an average of about 5 kG (Fig. 4d). This aver-
age is practically constant throughout the considered spec-
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Fig. 3. Observed (black) and synthetic (red) intensity and circular polarization profiles for AD Leo in all considered wavelength
regions. The synthetic profiles were calculated using two components: one non-magnetic (”photospheric”) and one magnetic
(”spot”) atmosphere model (Allard et al. 2001). Fits to Stokes I and V spectra for each atom and molecule were obtained individ-
ually (see Sect. 4.2), but all the parameters were obtained simultaneously: the photosphere and spot temperatures, the magnetic
field strength, the spot filling factor for the intensity fI, and the circular polarization fV. In three regions Stokes V was not fitted
because of lower signal to noise in this particular wavelength region and observation, while in other regions the signal is stronger,
despite the fact that it looks like noise because the region contains many lines.
tral class range of M1–M7 dwarfs. Berdyugina et al. (2017)
and Kuzmychov et al. (2017) similarly found B ∼5 kG in their
study of a young, active M8.5 brown dwarf.
In summary, a cooler starspot atmosphere probed by the
mol1 set and a hotter network atmosphere probed by the atoms
and mol2 set are both magnetic, indicating highly magnetized
atmospheres on these stars. The constant trend for the magnetic
field implies that magnetic structures probably become locally
smaller in scale toward lower mass M dwarfs.
5.4. The magnetic field filling factors
The magnetic field filling factors fI and fV were determined
during the same fitting procedure as described for Tmag in
Sect. 5.2. The filling factor fV has been determined for the atom
and mol1 sets (Fig. 4e), while for the mol2 set, the circular po-
larization signals were too weak when compared to the noise.
For the atom and mol2 sets, the photosphere and magnetic
region temperatures were found to be the same, except for one
case (see Sect. 5.2). Thus, to distinguish the non-magnetic pho-
tosphere and network, we analyzed atomic Stokes I and V si-
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Table 3. Best fit parameters (including sensitivities as determined in Sect. 4.3) for all considered stars obtained from the χ2
analyses. For molecules (sets mol1 and mol2), Tphot is fixed to Tphot(Ti). For atoms (set atoms), Tphot = Tmag.
Star Species Tphot[K] Tmag[K] B[kG] fI fV ǫIV
sensitivity ±50 K ±50 K ±0.5 kG ±0.1 ±0.02
AU Mic Ti I 3700 - - - - -
atoms 3800 - 4.3 0.8 0.01 0.79
mol1 - 3700 3.7 0.1 0.01 0.09
mol2 - 3700 3.2 1.0 - -
GJ 360 Ti I 3800 - - - - -
atoms 3800 - 5.1 0.2 0.01 0.19
mol1 - 2000 4.5 0.7 0.01 0.69
mol2 - 3800 5.0 1.0 - -
AD Leo Ti I 3700 - - - - -
atoms 3700 - 3.5 0.9 0.05 0.85
mol1 - 2200 5.6 0.7 0.05 0.65
mol2 - 3700 4.3 0.4 - -
EV Lac Ti I 3600 - - - - -
atoms 3600 - 5.1 0.7 0.03 0.67
mol1 - 2000 5.6 0.7 0.04 0.66
mol2 - 3600 6.8 0.8 - -
YZ Cmi Ti I 3400 - - - - -
atoms 3400 - 4.3 1.0 0.01 0.99
mol1 - 2300 4.4 0.6 0.01 0.59
mol2 - 3400 5.0 1.0 - -
GJ 1224 Ti I 3500 - - - - -
atoms 3500 - 4.2 0.8 0.08 0.72
mol1 - 2100 4.5 0.8 0.20 0.60
mol2 - 2000 5.0 0.7 - -
GJ 1245B Ti I 3200 - - - - -
atoms 3400 - 4.3 1.0 0.02 0.98
mol1 - 2300 5.7 0.7 0.02 0.68
mol2 - 3200 5.0 1.0 - -
CN Leo Ti I 3100 - - - - -
atoms 3400 - 4.5 1.0 0.08 0.92
mol1 - 2000 5.0 0.7 0.05 0.65
mol2 - 3100 5.0 1.0 - -
VB 8 Ti I 3100 - - - - -
atoms 4000 - 7.0 1.0 0.20 0.80
mol1 - 3100 1.0 0.6 0.01 0.59
mol2 - 3100 5.0 1.0 - -
multaneously. This resulted in very high fI (between 0.7 and
1.0, except for one star) and very low fV (0.01 to 0.08, with
only one star having 0.2). This large difference between fI and
fV indicates a strong entanglement of the network magnetic
field in M dwarfs. This also explains why the mol2 set lines
have very low Stokes V signals.
For the mol1 set, we analyzed results for FeH and TiO
separately. These molecules reveal cool magnetic starspots
(see Sect. 5.2) with fI up to 0.8. Figure 4c shows that the
FeH fI increases from 0.3 to 0.8 for earlier to later M
dwarfs, while the TiO fI remains on average constant at about
0.7 (except for one star). We computed linear fits with an
outlier-resistant two-variable linear regression for the FeH
and TiO values separately for Teff ≤ 3500 K and for Teff
≥ 3500 K. The parameters for TiO and for FeH (for Teff ≤
3500 K) are: fI,TiO = (0.00008±0.000088)∗Teff+(0.41±0.30)
and fI,FeH, = (0.0001±0.00026)∗Teff+(0.36±0.86). The pa-
rameters for FeH (for Teff ≥ 3500 K) are: fI,FeH, = (-
0.001±0.0002)∗Teff+(5.5±0.9). The errors of the linear fits
show that the difference between the trends is significant for
stars with Teff ≥ 3500 K. At the same time, fV is in the range of
0.01–0.05 for both molecules. This indicates that cool starspots
in M dwarfs may be relatively small structures (perhaps similar
to magnetic pores on the Sun) with large surface coverage and
highly intermittent polarity.
The contrasting behavior between the mol1 FeH and TiO
fI can be explained by differences in their formation heights.
Figure 5 shows averages of the TiO and FeH line core contri-
bution functions for the atmosphere models with Teff = 3200K
and 3800K. Contribution functions for other temperatures are
not plotted, since Figure 4c shows that the differences in filling
factors depend on the photosphere temperature. One can see
that the formation height of FeH peaks deeper and that of TiO
higher in the atmosphere for both temperatures. Contribution
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Fig. 4. Temperature and magnetic field best-fit parameters (see Table 3) for different magnetic regions on M dwarfs which are
probed by five groups of spectral species. Tmag and fI are obtained from fitting Stokes I profiles only; B is from fits of Stokes
I and V together; fV is from fits to Stokes V only; for the atoms, Tphot = Tmag (see text for details). To avoid overlaps, some
symbols are slightly shifted in the horizontal direction. Uncertainties of the parameters are indicated as thin-line crosses in each
panel. The linear fits in panel 4c are described in Sect. 5.4.
functions of the considered atomic line cores peak at interme-
diate heights. Hence, the TiO fI probes a higher atmosphere
where the magnetic fields fill about 0.7 of it in all M dwarfs,
while the FeH fI probes a lower atmosphere where the mag-
netic field filling factor increases from 0.3 in M1 to 0.7 in M5–
M7 dwarfs.
5.5. The magnetic field complexity
We have found that in early M dwarfs (M1–M3) the cool spot
area is smaller in the lower atmosphere (0.3) and larger in
the higher atmosphere (0.8). This is consistent with magnetic
spot models expanding from a lower to upper atmosphere (e.g.,
Rempel et al. 2009). Using the model atmospheres, we have
computed the so-called plasma β parameter, which is the ra-
tio of the gas pressure to the magnetic pressure. The magnetic
field strength producing the pressure equal to the ambient gas
pressure (i.e., when β = 1) is sometimes called the equiparti-
tion magnetic field, Beq (not to be confused with the definition
arising from the equipartition theorem). For the average mag-
netic field of 5 kG, which we have found in M1–M7 dwarfs, β
< 1 throughout the entire atmosphere of all M dwarfs (above
the optical depth 1 at 1.2 µm). This indicates that plasma in M
dwarf atmospheres is structured by the magnetic field. On the
Sun, this is only observed in the solar chromosphere and corona
as well as in sunspot umbra, while in the photosphere outside
sunspots plasma motion is controlled by thermodynamic pro-
cesses.
In late M dwarfs (M5–M7), the cool spot area is large (on
average 0.7) in both the lower and higher atmosphere. This may
indicate that the magnetic flux emergence is larger in these
stars, and strong magnetic fields fill gaps in the lower atmo-
sphere. Thus, the entire atmosphere of a late M dwarf is more
complex and active. More frequent and more powerful flares
observed in late M dwarfs (Yang et al. 2017; Mondrik et al.
2019) support this interpretation of our results.
A sketch of different magnetic regions in M dwarf atmo-
spheres including spots expanding toward higher layers as well
as small-scale, network magnetic fields in the lower atmo-
spheres is given in Figure 6. It can be seen that atomic and
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Fig. 5. Contribution functions for selected atomic and molecu-
lar species for two atmosphere models with effective temper-
atures 3200K and 3800K versus the optical depth at 1.2 µm.
Maxima indicate effective formation heights of the lines.
molecular lines are formed at different optical depths which al-
lows us to probe changingmagnetic strengths and structure size
at different heights.
The complexity ǫIV of the magnetic field quantity was
found to vary with the height in the atmosphere. Also, the
height-dependence itself depends on the stellar mass. The
largest complexity is seen in network fields, with atomic fI =
0.7 − 1.0 (except for one star) and fV = 0.01 − 0.2, leading to
about 70–99% of hidden network fields. Cool spots probed by
molecular lines are less entangled than the network, implying
that, locally, they are larger-scale structures than network fields,
similar to the Sun. The complexity range in spots is about 10–
70%. Furthermore, we have found that the complexity tends to
increase toward lower mass M dwarfs.
In contrast, ZDI maps based on only atomic Stokes V
(e.g., Donati 2003b; Morin et al. 2010) reveal a very small part
of the stellar magnetic flux. Thus, interpretation of this residual
flux as representative of the global magnetic field in terms of
different components (toroidal and poloidal fields, and the de-
gree of axisymmetry of the poloidal field) is biased due to the
underestimated true complexity of the field. A discussion of to-
mographic field topology reconstructions and their limitations
is given by Berdyugina (2009) and Kochukhov et al. (2017).
Another definition of the complexity of magnetic fields was
used by Shulyak et al. (2014): as the minimum number of mag-
netic field components required to fit the observed Stokes I line
profiles. These approaches, based only on one Stokes parame-
ter, cannot fully describe the complexity of magnetic fields on
M dwarfs (and other stars). As we have found, the complex-
ity varies in three dimensions, depending on the height in the
atmosphere.
6. Summary
Low-mass stars with fully convective interiors exhibit magnetic
phenomena similar to those observed on the Sun, although they
lack an interface layer where dynamo processes are thought to
take place. Thus, exploring magnetic fields and their topology
and complexity provides a key tool for understanding stellar
dynamos. In this work, we have determined temperatures of the
photosphere and magnetic regions as well as mean magnetic
field strengths and their filling factors for nine M dwarfs (M1–
M7). We employed observed intensity and circular polarizaion
spectra of selected atomic and molecular lines and a χ2 analysis
based on model atmospheres and polarized radiative transfer.
We have found that all studied M dwarfs are highly mag-
netic with the average field of ∼5 kG covering up to 100% of
the star, similar to the conclusions by Johns-Krull & Valenti
(2000). In particular, two kinds of magnetic regions have been
distinguished: one is significantly cooler than the photosphere
(starspots) and has a filling factor of about 60–80% in the up-
per atmosphere, while the other one is as hot as the photosphere
(network) and has a filling factor 70–100% in the lower atmo-
sphere. By analyzing the filling factors determined from inten-
sity and circular polarization spectra, we have determined the
complexity of stellar magnetic fields as the difference between
these two filling factors. It was found to increase toward lower-
mass stars.
In addition to ”surface” inhomogeneities, we have also
identified differences with the height in the atmosphere de-
pending on the analyzed atomic or molecular species. In M
dwarfs, FeH forms deeper and TiO higher in the atmosphere,
while atomic lines form at intermediate heights. This has al-
lowed us to establish that cool magnetic starspots in the lower
atmosphere are smaller and less complex in earlier M dwarfs
than in later M dwarfs, while in the upper atmosphere they are
large and highly entangled in all M dwarfs. The network mag-
netic fields are more complex and entangled than starspots and
fill practically the entire atmosphere of all M dwarfs.
More specifically, our findings are as follows:
The unspotted photosphere temperature ranges from 3800K
for an M1 dwarf to 3100K for an M7 dwarf. These are some-
what higher than average effective temperatures (photosphere
+ cool spots) of M dwarfs determined from observed colors or
spectral fitting without accounting for cool spots.
Two kinds of magnetic regions with clearly different tem-
peratures exist in M dwarf atmospheres: cold starspots and
warm network (similar to the Sun). Their temperatures vary
with the spectral class of stars. The network temperature is the
same (within uncertainties) as the unspotted photosphere.
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Fig. 6. A sketch of different magnetic regions in M dwarf atmospheres. Starspots expand toward higher layers and have a large
filling factor in the upper atmosphere. Small-scale magnetic fields (network) dominate the lower atmospheres, also with a high
filling factor. The geometrical scale given in axis on the left (km) belongs to the field lines. Atomic and molecular lines are
formed at different optical depths (emphasized by different colors; the optical depth scale is given in the axis on the right) which
allows us to probe changing magnetic strengths and structure size at different heights. The atmosphere parameters used for the
sketch: effective temperature of 3500K and magnetic field strength of 5 kG. Inside the magnetic spots, the temperature is about
2200K, which is not shown here.
The magnetic field strength is on average 5 kG in both
starspot and network features, and this does not vary across
the M1–M7 spectral class range. We conclude that this is an
implication that magnetic structures become locally smaller in
scale toward lower mass M dwarfs. Also, the plasma β param-
eter is smaller than 1 throughout the entire atmosphere of all
M dwarfs (above the optical depth 1 at 1.2µm), indicating that
the plasma in M dwarf atmospheres is structured by the mag-
netic field, like in the solar chromosphere, corona and sunspot
umbra.
Network fields on M dwarfs are of mixed polarity and
highly entangled (possibly small-scale, as on the Sun). They
fill almost the entire lower and intermediate height M dwarf
atmosphere. Polarimetric measurements alone may underesti-
mate their magnetic flux (the complexity is about 70–99%).
Cool starspots on M dwarfs are also highly intermittent in
polarity and appear as intermediate-scale features, similar to
pores on the Sun. They are larger in a higher M dwarf atmo-
sphere, where they can fill up to 80% surface area. Because
of the mixed polarity, more than half of these features may re-
main undetected when only polarimetric data are analyzed (the
complexity is about 10–70%).
The magnetic field complexity on M dwarfs (cf., entangle-
ment) varies with the height in their atmospheres and depends
on the spectral class. There is an indication that the magnetic
flux emergence is larger in later M dwarfs (lower-mass), where
highly complex, strong magnetic fields fill the atmosphere in
all dimensions.
This work is a major step toward a 3D reconstruction of
magnetic fields in M dwarfs and a comparison with realistic 3D
MHD models of sunspots and starspots. Analysing all Stokes
IQUV parameters of both atomic and molecular lines in the
next step of such a study is necessary for fully understanding
magnetic structures on cool stars.
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